We show that the mutually exclusive nature of classical and quantum correlations distributed in multi-party quantum systems can be characterized in terms of q-expectation. Using Tsallis-q entropy and q-expectation, we first provide generalized definitions of classical and quantum correlations, and establish their trade-off relations in three-party quantum systems of arbitrary dimension with respect to q-expectation for q ≥ 1. We also provide equivalence conditions for monogamy and polygamy inequalities of quantum entanglement and quantum discord distributed in three-party quantum systems of arbitrary dimension with respect to q-expectation for q ≥ 1.
I. INTRODUCTION
One distinct property of quantum correlations from classical ones is in their shareability among many parties. Quantum correlations have limited shareability and distribution in multi-party systems, whereas classical correlations can be freely shared among parties. For example, quantum entanglement is known to obey the monogamy property [1, 2] ; if a pair of quantum systems A and B are in a maximally entangled state, they cannot be in an entangled state with any other system, namely, C. This monogamy of entanglement has been quantitatively characterized as monogamy inequalities in terms of various entanglement measures [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . We note that the entanglement of assistance shows polygamy(dual monogamy) property in multi-party quantum systems, which was also quantitatively characterized as polygamy inequalities [9] [10] [11] In fact, maximal entanglement between two systems A and B even prohibits them from sharing classical correlation with C, the third party. Moreover, a maximal classical correlation between two parties forbids sharing entanglement with other parties [12] . Thus a perfect correlation between two systems A and B can even exclude the possibility of sharing different kind of correlation with other systems. We also note that there are trade-off relations of other correlations such as Bell nonlocality [13, 14] and quantum discord [15, 16] .
Tsallis entropy is a one-parameter generalization of von Neumann entropy based on the concept of qexpectation, and it plays an important role in various places [17, 18] . In quantum information theory, the concavity of Tsallis-q entropy for q > 0 guarantees the property of entanglement monotone, a key requirement to construct a faithful entanglement measure [19] . Some conditions on separability criteria of quantum states can also be found by using Tsallis entropy [20] [21] [22] .
In nonextensive statistical mechanics, the concept of q- * Electronic address: freddie1@khu.ac.kr expectation in the definition of Tsallis-q entropy is known to be theoretically consistent with the relative-entropy principle(or minimum cross-entropy principle), which excludes the possibility of using the ordinary expectation value from nonextensive statistical mechanics [23, 24] . There are also discussions about characterizing classical statistical correlations inherented in quantum states in terms of q-expectation and Tsallis-q entropy [25, 26] . In this paper, inspired by the concept of q-expectation, we show that the mutually exclusive nature among classical and quantum correlations in multi-party quantum systems can be characterized in terms of q-expectation for the full range of q ≥ 1. Using Tsallis-q entropy and q-expectation, we first provide generalized definitions of classical and quantum correlations such as one-way classical correlation, quantum entanglement and quantum discord as well as their dual quantities. By investigating their properties, we establish some classes of trade-off relations among classical and quantum correlations in three-party quantum systems of arbitrary dimension in terms of the generalized correlation measures. We also provide equivalence conditions for monogamy and polygamy inequalities of quantum entanglement and quantum discord distributed in three-party quantum systems of arbitrary dimension with respect to qexpectation. When q tends to 1, Tsallis-q entropy and q-expectation are reduced to von Neumann entropy and ordinary expectation, respectively. Thus, our results encapsulate previous results of trade-off relations as special cases.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II A, we first recall the concept of q-expectation in accordance with the definition of Tsallis-q entropy, and provide generalized definitions of entanglement quantifications in terms of Tsallis-q entropy and q-expectation. In Sec. II B, we generalize the definitions of various classical and quantum correlations in terms of Tsallis-q entropy and qexpectation. In Sec. III, we establish some classes of trade-off relations among classical and quantum correlations distributed in three-party quantum systems in terms of q-expectation for q ≥ 1. In Sec. IV, we provide equivalence conditions of monogamy and polygamy inequalities for quantum entanglement and quantum discord in three-party quantum systems in terms of qexpectation for q ≥ 1. Finally, we summarize our results in Sec. V.
II. q-EXPECTATION AND QUANTUM CORRELATIONS
A. Tsallis entropy and q-expected entanglement
For a quantum state ρ, its Tsallis-q entropy is defined as
where
is the generalized logarithm of the real parameter q with q ≥ 0 and q = 1 [17, 18] . As the generalized logarithm in Eq. (2) converges to the natural logarithm when q tends to 1,
the singularity at q = 1 that arises in the definition of Tsallis-q entropy can be replaced by von Neumann entropy,
Thus we can simply denote S 1 (ρ) = S (ρ). For a quantum state ρ with its spectral decomposition
its Tsallis-q entropy in Eq. (1) can be rewritten as
In other words, Tsallis-q entropy is defined as the qexpectation of the generalized logarithms of the spectrum. Thus the generalization of von Neumann entropy into Tsallis-q entropy is based on q-expectation of nonnegative real parameter q. For q ≥ 0, Tsallis-q entropy is a concave function. We also note that Tsallis-q entropy is pseudoadditive, that is,
for any quantum states ρ and σ.
Inspired by the concept of q-expectation in accordance with the definition of Tsallis-q entropy, here we provide a class of bipartite entanglement measures; for q ≥ 0 and a bipartite pure state |ψ AB , we define its q-expected entanglement(q-E) as
where ρ A = tr B |ψ AB ψ| is the reduced density matrix of ρ AB on subsystem A. For a bipartite mixed state ρ AB , we define its q-E as the minimum q-expectation
over all possible pure state decompositions of ρ AB ,
When q tends to 1, Tsallis-q entropy converges to von Neumann entropy and the q-expectation becomes ordinary expectation, therefore
is the entanglement of formation(EoF) of ρ AB [27] . Thus q-E is one-parameter generalization of EoF for the full range of nonnegative parameter q based on q-expectation.
As a dual quantity to q-E, we define q-expected entanglement of assistance(q-EoA),
where the maximum is taken over all possible pure state decompositions of ρ AB . Similarly, we have
B. Generalized quantum correlations in terms of q-expectations
For an ensemble representation E = {p i , ρ i } of a quantum state ρ [29] , its Tsallis-q difference is defined as [30] 
Due to the the concavity of Tsallis-q entropy, Tsallis-q difference is always nonnegative for q ≥ 1, and it converges to the Holevo quantity,
when q tends to 1. Now let us consider a bipartite quantum state ρ AB with its reduced density matrix ρ A = tr A ρ AB . We note that each measurement {M x B } applied on subsystem B induces a probability ensemble E = {p x , ρ 
As a dual quantity to CC, the one-way unlocalizable entanglement(UE) [10] of ρ AB is defined as the minimum Holevo quantity of ρ A = tr B (ρ AB )
over all possible probability ensembles of ρ A induced by rank-1 measurements on subsystem B. (To avoid the trivial minimum that is always zero when each measurement operatorof subsystem B is proportional to the identity operator, the definition of UE for ρ AB only considers possible rank-1 measurements of B.) Using Tsallis-q difference and q-expectation, we generalize CC in Eq. (18) for any real parameter q ≥ 0; one-way classical q-correlation (q-CC) of a bipartite state ρ AB is defined as
where the maximum is taken over all ensemble representations E of ρ A induced by measurements on subsystem B. Similarly, UE in Eq. (19) can also be generalized as the minimum Tsallis-q difference
over all probability ensemble representations E of ρ A induced by rank-1 measurements on subsystem B. The quantity in Eq. (21) is referred to as the oneway unlocalizable q-entanglement(q-UE) [30] , which can be considered as a dual quantity to q-CC in Eq. (20) . Moreover, the continuity of Tsallis-q difference with respect to q naturally leads us to
and
for any bipartite quantum state ρ AB .
Besides generalized entanglements such as q-E, q-EoA and q-UE, we note that the concept of q-expectation also enables us to generalize a different kind of quantum correlation, namely, quantum discord [31] . For a bipartite quantum state ρ AB , its quantum discord is defined as
which is the difference between quantum mutual information
and CC of ρ AB in Eq. (18) . Moreover, the duality between CC and UE provides us with a dual quantity to quantum discord; one-way unlocalizable quantum discord(UD) of ρ AB is defined as [32] uδ
Quantum mutual information in Eq. (25) can be generalized in terms of Tsallis-q entropy. For q ≥ 0 and a bipartite quantum state ρ AB , its Tsallis-q mutual entropy is defined as
By using Tsallis-q mutual entropy and q-CC in Eq. (20), quantum discord can be generalized as
which is referred to as quantum q-discord(q-D) [33] .
To close this section, we provide a dual quantity to q-D. The one-way unlocalizable quantum q-discord(q-UD) of a bipartite state ρ AB is defined as
where uE ← q (ρ AB ) is the q-UE of ρ AB in Eq. (21).
III. TRADE-OFF RELATIONS
In this section, we establish some classes of trade-off relations among classical and quantum correlations in terms of q-expectation. The following theorem says that q-CC and q-E as well as q-UE and q-EoA are mutually exclusive in three-party quantum systems. Theorem 1. For q ≥ 1 and a three-party pure state |ψ ABC with its reduced density matrices ρ AB = tr C |ψ ABC ψ|, ρ AC = tr B |ψ ABC ψ| and ρ A = tr BC |ψ ABC ψ|, we have
Before we prove the theorem, we first note that each rank-1 measurement {M x B } applied on system B of |ψ ABC induces a pure-state decomposition of ρ AC ,
in the way that
Moreover, it is also straightforward to verify that each pure-state decomposition of
In other words, there is a one-to-one correspondence between the set of all rank-1 measurements on subsystem B and the set of all pure-state decompositions of ρ AC . Thus, for a given three-party pure state |ψ ABC , any optimization over all pure state decompositions of ρ AC is equivalent to optimizing over all possible rank-1 measurements on subsystem B.
Proof. To prove Eq. (30), let us consider a rank-1 measurement {M x B } inducing an optimal pure-state decom-
Because
with
each ρ x A can be obtained from ρ AB by measuring subsystem B with respect to M x B . Thus we have
where the inequality is due to the definition of q-CC. Conversely, let us assume an optimal measurement {M
Although each operator M 
so that
Now, we have
where the first inequality is due to the convexity of the function x q for q ≥ 1, the second inequality is from the concavity of Tsallis-q entropy, and the last equality is from Eqs. (40) and (46). Moreover, from the definition of E q (ρ AC ), we also have
which, together with Inequality (47), leads us to
Now, Inequalities (39) and (49) 
recovers Eq. (30).
To prove Eq. (31), we note that the one-to-one correspondence between the set of all rank-1 measurements of subsystem B and the set of all pure-states decompositions of ρ AC mentioned in Eqs. (32) , (33) and (34) enables us to rewrite the definition of q-UE in Eq. (21) as
where the maximum is taken over all possible pure-state
From the definition of q-EoA in Eq. (13), we have
which recovers Eq. (31).
For q = 1, Eqs. (30) and (31) recover the trade-off relations in [12] and [10] , respectively. Thus Theorem 1 encapsulates those results as special cases.
We also note that Eq. (51) provides us with an extrinsic definition for q-UE of a bipartite quantum state ρ AB in relation with its three-party purification |ψ ABC . We first note that S q (ρ A ) = E q |ψ A(BC) represents the amount of entanglement of the pure state |ψ ABC with respect to the bipartition between A and BC quantified by Tsallis-q entropy. E a q (ρ AC ) is the q-EoA of ρ AC representing the maximum average entanglement(with respect to q-expectation) that is possible to be concentrated on the subsystem AC with the assistance of B.
Thus uE ← q (ρ AB ) is the residual entanglement that cannot be localized on AC by the local measurement of B. Thus the term unlocalizable naturally arises.
Theorem 2. For q ≥ 1 and a three-party pure state |ψ ABC , we have
Proof. From the definition of q-UD in Eq. (29) together with Eqs. (27) and (51), we have
is the Tsallis-q conditional entropy of ρ AB . Moreover, for a three-party pure state |ψ ABC , Eqs. (51) and (53) are universal with respect to subsystems, therefore
From Eqs. (55) and (56), we have
where the second inequality is due to
for a three-party pure state |ψ ABC .
For a three-party pure state |ψ ABC , Theorem 2 says that the total entanglement between A and BC quantified by Tsallis-q entropy consists of quantum discord between A and B quantified by q-UD and the entanglement between A and C quantified by q-UE. Thus Theorem 2 establishes a mutually exclusive nature between q-UE and q-UD distributed in three-party quantum systems.
IV. EQUIVALENCE IN MONOGAMY AND POLYGAMY INEQUALITIES OF THREE-PARTY q-EXPECTED CORRELATIONS
In this section, we show the equivalence of monogamy and polygamy inequalities for q-UE, q-EoA and q-UD distributed in three-party quantum systems. We first consider the relation between monogamy inequality of q-UE and polygamy inequality of q-EoA. The following theorem states that they are equivalent in three-party quantum systems.
Theorem 3. For q ≥ 1, and any three-party pure state |ψ ABC , monogamy inequality of q-UE is equivalent to polygamy inequality of q-EoA, that is,
if and only if
Proof. From the definition of q-UE in Eq. (21), we have
where the minimization is over all possible ensembles E = {p x , ρ 
Moreover, from the definition of q-EoA in Eq. (13), we have
for any pure state |ψ ABC . Now we note that Eq. (31) of Theorem 1 is universal, that is,
for a three-party pure state |ψ ABC . Thus Eqs. (62), (63), (64) and (65) lead us to
which completes the proof.
For q = 1, Inequality (59) is reduced to the polygamy inequality of EoA in three-party quantum systems, which was shown to be true [10] . Thus Theorem 3 provides us with a proof of Inequality (60) for q = 1, that is, the monogamy inequality of three-party entanglement in terms of UE. Moreover, Theorem 3 also states that this equivalence is still valid for the q-expected correlations in the full range of q ≥ 1. Now, let us consider another equivalence of polygamy conditions in three-party quantum systems. The following theorem shows that the polygamy inequality of q-EoA in (59) even implies a polygamous property of quantum discord, a different kind of quantum correlation.
Theorem 4. For q ≥ 1, and any three-party pure state |ψ ABC , the polygamy inequality of q-EoA is equivalent to the polygamy inequality of q-UD, that is, Inequality (59) is true if and only if
where uδ
is the q-UD of the pure state |ψ ABC with respect to the bipartition between A and BC Proof. For a bipartite pure state |ψ AB together with its environmental system |φ C , the universality of Inequality (52) for |ψ AB ⊗ |φ C implies
Because the subsystems BC is in a product state, any measurement on subsystem B leaves the subsystem C intact, that is, |φ C φ|. Thus, the definition of q-UE leads us to
where the minimization is over all possible rank-1 measurement on subsystem B. From Eqs. (68) and (69), we have
for any bipartite pure state |ψ AB .
For a three-party pure state |ψ ABC , the universality of Eq. (53) implies
Because |ψ ABC is a pure state, we haves
which lead to
From Eqs. (72) and (74), we have
By considering |ψ ABC as a bipartite pure state with respect to the bipartition between A and BC, Eqs. (63) and (71) lead us to
Now, Eqs. (75) and (76) complete the proof.
Because Inequality (59) is generally true for q = 1 [10] , Theorem 4 proves Inequality (67) for q = 1, that is, the polygamy inequality of UD in three-party systems. Theorem 4 also provides us with their equivalence for the full range of q ≥ 1.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have shown that the mutually exclusive natures among classical and quantum correlations in multi-party quantum systems can be characterized in terms of q-expectation for the full range of q ≥ 1. Using Tsallis-q entropy and q-expectation, we have provided generalized definitions of classical and quantum correlations such that q-CC, q-E and q-D as well as their dual quantities q-UE q-EoA and q-UD. By investigating their properties, we have established some classes of trade-off relations in three-party quantum systems of arbitrary dimension with respect to q-expectation. We have also shown the equivalences between the monogamy inequality of q-UE and polygamy inequalities of q-EoA and q-UD distributed in three-party quantum systems with respect to q-expectation. As Tsallis-q entropy and q-expectation are reduced to von Neumann entropy and ordinary expectation for q = 1, our results encapsulate previous results of restricted shareability and trade-off relations of correlations as special cases.
The study of limited shareability and distribution of quantum correlations in multi-party quantum systems is the key ingredient of many secure quantum communication protocols. For example, the quantitative characterization of trade-off relations among classical and quantum correlations enables us to possibly quantify how much information an eavesdropper could potentially obtain about the secret key to be extracted in quantum cryptography. We also note that the study of higherdimensional quantum system than not just qubits is preferred in many quantum information tasks; in quantum key distribution, the use of quantum states in higher dimensional systems increases coding density and provide stronger security compared to qubits.
Thus our results of trade-off relations among classical and quantum correlations in high dimensional quantum systems can be useful methods for the foundation of many secure quantum information and communication protocols. Noting the importance of the study on multi-party quantum correlations, our results here can also provide a rich reference for future work to understand the nature of multi-party quantum correlations.
